Master Shin
watches the fire
for three days

Wood is prepared
and dried for seven
years

Master Shin goes to a
mountainside
to collect soil

풍덤벙 Full deombeong

Clay maturation

Soil mixing

Vase
shrinkage

Kiln preparation

Master Shin’s kiln is shaped like
a dragon to symbolise the fire
path. It has five chambers

(Moon Vase)

Glaze
transmutation

No dark smoke: Feed
more wood

Preparing
combustion
chamber

Dipping

Burnishing

달 항아리 Dahl Hangari

Curate

Dark smoke: Wait
Closing fire windows

반덤벙 Half deombeong
Compact clay
Soil balancing

Cooling
3 to 5 days

Securing shelves

꼬막 Kgomac
Greenware

Shaping

Soil W

귀얄 Guiyal

Bisqueware
Day dry

Day 1

Stacking logs

Glazing

1st and 2nd chambers packed with
everyday objects

Wood preparation

초벌 Bisque Firing
Ash filtration

Chopping wood

Foot mixing

Day 3

Day 2

Unpacking

Kiln God
Ceremony

3rd and 4th chambers packed with
precious objects

Glaze preparation

Left foot kick: wheel
clockwise

Fire

Pine tree
acquisition

Mixing

꼬박 Kgobac
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Right foot kick: wheel
anticlockwise

쟁임 Packing kiln
Shin examines born ceramics and
decides which ones to keep and which
Clay goes through maturation,
allowing bacteria to grow and saturate

During shaping, Shin uses

into soil and water particles, giving the

his left foot for kicking the
wheel clockwise.

clay its slimy texture.

During burnishing, Shin uses

Shin insists on the best quality of

his right foot for kicking the

pine trees for fuelling his kiln. Using

wheel anticlockwise.

꼬막 Kgomac is Korean for a dense clay

Iron and rotten leaves yield brownish colour

lump stored in the size of a cannon ball, fit
Foot mixing brings soil and water together.
This is the beginning of clay formation.
Chunks of clay are thrown on top of each
other to break tiny air pockets. Foot
kneading further condenses the clay form.

to glaze. Oak tree ashes yield transparent

for hand kneading. The name changes to
꼬박 Kgobac upon hand kneading.

덤벙 Deombeong is a
glazing technique:
a quick slip into
glaze to make a
thin layer.

yellowish colour.

During firing, Shin constantly watches

pine as fuel is said to produce

fire with his bare eyes. As temperature

longer flames with softer effect.
Walls of pine log-stacks go

쟁임 Packing a kiln is the art of shaping a fire path.

through 7 years of drying

Dipping is glazing by full immersion, then

Small objects are placed in between larger ones.

and maturing.

Everyday objects are placed in the lower chambers

extra glaze is dripped off for a thorough
coat.

Shin’s kiln is shaped like a
귀얄 Guiyal is a brush technique for a
glaze overcoat.

Dragon with ascending
terraces. Its contour
symbolizes the fire
path, from bottom
to top.

to endure most ashes from the main hearth.
Precious objects are placed in upper chambers
and away from the side hearths.

During firing, Shin takes out small samples

to break. Breaking may appear to be

from side hearths to see how clay and glaze

shocking. However, it is a curatorial

are reacting to temperature. These samples

performance that energizes the

are called “불보기 (fire watch)”.

articulation of the end cycle.

달 항아리 Dahl hangari is made of white
soil, worked into a fine-grained soft clay
body, with transparent ash glaze. Some
receive beautiful touches of fire
resulting in rainbows on the surface.

It also implies the next cycle.

When twin rainbows form, Shin

rises, the flame colour changes from

says “쌍 무지개 떴다 (twin

red to yellowish white reaching 1260°c

rainbows arose)”.

and 1350°c.

The look and feel of born ceramics are
determined by soil, clay, and glaze
quality. Soil brings colour, white or
red. Clay texture influences the
shrinkage in size and form during
firing. Two broad glaze types
are transparent and
(coloured) opaque.

When iron pigments from soil interact with
glaze layers, sometimes beautiful colour
spreads like cherry blossoms.
Shin says “꽃이 피었다
(a flower blossomed)”.

